
What is dbt (Data Build Tool) and What Can It Do
for My Data Pipeline?

There are many tools on the market to help your
organization transform data and make it accessible for
business users—but dbt focuses solely on making the
process of transforming data simpler and faster. In this
blog we discuss what dbt is, how it can transform the
way your organization curates its data for decision
making, and how you can start using dbt within your
data stack

Read Blog

Databricks: A Contemporary Solution for Today's
Data Engineering Obstacles

Databricks is an established leader and continuously
growing SaaS platform. We go over exactly what it is—
and also—what it is not, how it should be used for data
engineering or machine learning, and how it differs from
other tools that offer a similar promise. We also provide
resources to help jumpstart your Databricks
implementation. 

Read Blog

What the Databricks and dbt Partnership Means
for Your Data Engineering Pipeline

Databricks and dbt have recently joined forces, and
their combined strengths have simplified the data
lakehouse. In this blog we discuss what synergies exist
from this partnership and what it means for your data
engineering pipeline, as well as how to practically start
using the tools together today.  

Read Blog

Join us at our upcoming webinar:

How dbt Helps Our Clients Remove Data Engineering Bottlenecks

July 20, 2022 at 1pm CT

Save Your Spot

In this webinar our experts will discuss why dbt is considered by many to be the
“secret sauce” of the modern data stack—reshaping how organizations model,
transform, and manage their data while also enabling data teams to scale faster
without reliance on data engineers.  

Join us to learn:

how dbt is different than other data transformation tools

how dbt fits into the modern data stack

other technologies dbt works well with

how our clients have migrated from their legacy tools to dbt

How Fitness Platform iFit Shapes Up Data for Analysis and Growth Using dbt

iFit built a modern data architecture that enabled triple-digit growth and increased
customer satisfaction. Using a data strategy roadmap as their guide, the company built
a data warehouse in Snowflake, leveraged Fivetran to migrate data, and used dbt to
transform this operational data into an analytics model that allows for fast analysis in a
Looker dashboard.  

Read about iFit's success with dbt

"Your modern data stack could be much more valuable if you were to combine
it with old school wisdom."

Tony Dahlager, Managing Director - Data Management

Check out Tony's full post

Check out recent issues of The Insider
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